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Aim

Facilitate documentation and showcasing of informal learning
Main tools

1. Informal Learning Collector (ILC)

2. e-Portfolio
Informal Learning Collector

- Collect
- Tag
- Comment
e-Portfolio

- Store
- Reflect & adapt
- Present
Identity negotiation

Target

Self verification

Perceiver

Expectancy validation
Self verification & self knowledge

I spent half my life trying to be someone else — luckily I failed

Image: 'someone else'
http://www.flickr.com/photos/28167759@N00/4613826585
Multiple identities

- individual self
- relational self
- collective self

My social Network on Flickr, Facebook, Twitter and MyblogLog
http://www.flickr.com/photos/49503019876@N01/1824234195
TRAILER e-portfolio

- Competence catalogue & folksonomy
- Extensive profile information
- Flexible deployment in multiple showcases
- Narrative & feedback overall & specific entries
- Guidelines e.g. motivation & evidence
<Title ShowCase>

>Show selected profile data here>

<Add showcase owner comment here>

Show ILA type= hyperlink

<show/edit owner comment about this ILA here>

Export NTA/LEAP
Personal information

Profile picture

Upload a GIF or JPEG that is 120 pixels tall and 100 pixels wide.
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Thank you!

- Trailer project website: http://trailerproject.eu
- Trailer publications: http://repository.trailerproject.eu